
Coach’s Corner 
Training Tips — Explosiveness 

Today we will be focused on one of our main explosive movements: Jumping. The main 
movement pattern used for explosive movements is the hip-hinge movement. The hip-hinge 
movement loads our largest, most powerful muscle group (gluteus muscles) which allows us to 
generate the most force and to be powerful and explosive.  
Keys to the Hip-Hinge movement: 
Loading: To load our glutes we need to make sure we are driving our hips BACKWARDS. The 
key to remember is that we are only moving at our hips, not at our knees (more on knee bend 
below). 
Weight distribution: One way to make sure we are driving backwards is feeling the majority of 
our weight through the heels of our feet. Maintain full foot contact with the ground (keep toes 
down), but drive through our heels.  
Other Keys for Jumping: 
In addition to the hip-hinge, to be as explosive as possible there are a few other things to keep 
in mind when loading to jump: 
Knee bend: Everyone prefers a slightly different amount of knee bend to feel most explosive 
so it’s at your discretion.  
Weight placement: A lot of young athletes will automatically load heavier onto their dominant 
leg and therefore don’t use both legs in unison. To help this, a simple reminder is two legs are 
stronger than one. 
Triple extension: We want to extend through all 3 joints (hips, knees, and ankles) that are 
involved in jumping to use all of our power (far left picture above).  
Arms/Momentum: Using our arms in unison with our load (middle picture above) allows us to 
use our momentum along with our power. 
3 ways to work on this movement: 
Load with pause: Drive the hips backwards, while bending our knees, and pause for 2-3 
seconds to feel the loading in our glutes (middle picture above). Return back to standing after 
the pause (far right picture).  
No Countermovement: Start with our load and pause, after a 1-2 second pause, jump as far 
or as high as you can, extending fully (pictured above from right to left).  
With Countermovement: Load backwards, with our hips and our arms, and WITHOUT 
PAUSING jump as far or as high as you can and extend fully. Use your momentum with this 
exercise (pictured above from right to left). 


